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UNIT 1: It started in Garmentville

Garmentville Primary School in the Western Cape is a caring community. During the
recent school holiday a fire swept through a nearby informal settlement leaving many
people homeless.
On the very first day of the
term some of the learners
and teachers met at lunch
time and decided to collect
clothing for the people who
had lost their homes in the
fire. Within days a small
mountain of clothes began to
grow in the school hall!
But in their haste to help,
many people did not clean
the clothes they handed in
and the pile of clothes did not
smell fresh at all. So the
learners decided to clean all
the clothes before
distributing them.
One of the Mums, Mrs de
Klere, a part-time worker at
a local dry cleaning company,
offered to help sort the
clothes.

ACTIVITY 1A : The labels on clothes
Every member of the class must bring, from home, as many different sorts and sizes of
clothing as she/he can. Don’t forget to name your garments using a fabric marker pen.
1

Investigate the makers’ labels on the garments.
No.

Question

Answer

1a

How many garments have no labels?

1b

How many garments have just one label?

1c

How many have two or more labels?

1d

Study the labels on the garments you have collected. Do
you agree with the following statement? There are two
main types of labels: maker’s name labels and fabric care
labels

3
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In addition to the maker’s name, what else do you see on a typical maker’s name label?
..................................................................................... .............................

3

In addition to all the fabric care instructions, what other very important information
appears on a typical fabric care label?
....................................................................................................................

4

List the names of all the different types of fabric that have been printed on the labels.
.....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

5

Pass the garments around the class:
4.1

Sketch an accurate copy of the different fabric care symbols that you find in the left
hand column of the table below. If the table is not big enough, draw up another

table.
4.2

Refer to the fabric care symbol list in Appendix 1. Write the corresponding fabric

care
instruction opposite the symbol in the table.

Symbol

Fabric Care Instruction

Do not wash

4
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ACTIVITY 1B : Animation : Fabric Care Symbols
Group size: Individual

To do the exercise you need to download and
open a file called Fabric Care Symbols from
the Nannucci website.

Click here to open the exercise.
When you see the figure to the right on the
screen, just follow the instructions.

5
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Unit 2: Fibres and Fabrics

The fabric care labels in the previous unit revealed that the clothes we
wear are made from a wide variety of fabrics.
A hundred years ago the clothes that most people wore were made of
animal skins, or of fabrics such as wool or cotton. These were all
natural materials obtained from either animals or plants. Over the
past century many fabrics have been developed from synthetic
(manmade) fibres. Many of these fibres are made from by-products of
the production of petrol from oil and coal.
The fabric care labels we studied in the previous unit revealed that
when we clean clothes, we have to treat different fabrics in different
ways. So it is important to know the type of fabric from which a
garment is made. But what if the labels of a garment are removed?
How can you find out the type of fabric from which the garment is
made if the label is missing?
ACTIVITY 2A: What type of fibre is it?
Focus Question
Are the fabrics to be investigated in this ACTIVITY made from animal
fibres or plant fibres, or are they synthetic?
Equipment and materials
Candle, candle-holder, matches, large tweezers or pliers, three
samples of each of animal, plant and synthetic fabrics.
Method
1
Number the samples to keep track of them.
2
Light the candle.
3
Test the fabric samples:
3a Hold a sample of the first fabric close to the flame but not
in it. Observe and record your observations in the table.
3b Hold another piece of the first fabric in the flame. Let it
burn; observe the fabric and the flame and record what you
see and smell while it is burning.
3c Hold the third piece of the first fabric in the flame. Withdraw
it when it catches fire; observe and record what you see
after it
has burnt.
4
Repeat (3a, 3b, 3c) above with each of the other two fabrics.
5
Compare your recorded observations with the Comparison Table.
6
Decide whether each fabric is animal or plant or synthetic.
7
Write your thoughts about the following questions in the space
provided on the next page:
7a Why might a fire fighter be interested in the results of this
investigation?
7b In what way should the results of this investigation be
reflected in labels on clothes?
8
Together with a partner, assess your own work using the rubric
on page 8.

6

?
Thought box
What is the difference
between a fibre and
a fabric?
If your clothes are
made of fabrics,
what do we mean by
the word materials?
Is there difference
between garments
and clothes?
If a thread is the
name for a group of
fibres that have been
spun together into a
continuous length,
what is yarn?

Some examples of
natural fibres are:
Cotton
Wool
Silk
Some examples of
synthetic fibres are:
Polyester
Nylon
Rayon
Viscose

?
Thought Box
In what type of
clothing are the
following types of
fabric typically used?
Cotton
Wool
Polyester
Rayon
Viscose
Silk
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Results: Observation Table
Residue
Odour
(What you see
(What it smells
when
like when it
Removed from
the flame goes
burns)
the flame
out)

Reaction of the yarn to the flame:
Sample

Approaching
the flame

In
the flame

1
2
3
Comparison Table
Odour
Residue
(What does it (What you see
Removed from smell like when when the flame
The flame
it burns?)
goes out)
light ash;
continues
similar to
feathery; grey;
burning with
burning paper leaves black
afterglow
ash

Position of fibre relative to the flame
Fibre Type

Vegetable

Animal

Synthetic

Approaching
the flame
does not
shrink;
scorches

In
the flame
burns rapidly;
yellow flame

smoulders;
curls away from
flickering
flame
flame; sizzles
fuses; melts
burns slowly;
and shrinks
continues to
away
melt

Conclusion
below

extinguishes
itself

similar to
burning hair

crisp dark ash;
easy to crush

extinguishes
itself

slightly
hard rough
sweetish
tough black or
chemical odour grey bead

Attach numbered samples of the fabrics/fibres

Please circle the appropriate answer:

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 1 is animal / vegetable / synthetic

Sample 3

Sample 2 is animal / vegetable / synthetic
Sample 3 is animal / vegetable / synthetic
Question 7a.

A firefighter ………………………………………………………………..……….….

…………………………………….....................................................................................…...………
Question 7b. The labels on clothes
..….....................................................................…………...……
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question 8. Rubric for Self Assessment by Pairs: Circle the phrases that describe your work
Activity

Requirements
not satisfied

Requirements
partially
satisfied
7

Requirements
satisfied

Requirements
succeeded
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carry out the
investigation
Record the
results
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The investigation
did not work

The investigation
produced some
strange results

The investigation
produced a good
set of results

Some results
were not
recorded

Some results are
unclearly
recorded

Results are clear
and
unambiguous

8

The investigation
ran very
smoothly and
produced a full
set of credible
results
Results show
insight and are
informative
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Unit 3: Fabric Care Labels

ACTIVITY 3A: Study fabric care labels

1. Study the fabric care labels on all the garments that you collected in
ACTIVITY 1A. Some of the fabrics are blends of different fibres, for
example, many men’s shirts are blends of polyester and cotton, and
men’s trousers are often blends of viscose and polyester.
2. Arrange the garments into piles of the same fabric: put all the
cotton garments together, all the polyester/cotton garments
together, etc.
3. Each group should now choose a pile of garments. For every
garment in the pile, fill in, on the table below, all the information
you find on its care label. An extra column has been provided should
you discover something different.

Fabric type

Garment
type

e.g. Cotton

T-shirt

Maxim
Dry
u
Tumbl
Washi
Cleani
m
e
ng
n
allowa
Drying
allowe
g
bl
allowe
d
allowe
e
d
d
temp.
Yes

400C

Yes

No

Meaning of words
A fabric blend is
made of two or
more different
types of fibre.

Ironin
g
Temp.

Bleachi
ng
allowe
d

2 dots

No

4 Split up into new groups so that each new group has people from different piles of clothes.
Now share the information that has been written in the above table. For each different
fabric type answer the five questions below.

9
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Questions about fabric care

Example:
Cotton

What is the recommended maximum
washing temperature?
Is dry cleaning recommended?
Can the garments be tumble dried?
At what setting should an iron be
used?
Is bleaching allowed?

5 In the first block below is a life-size fabric care label for a cotton garment. Use the other
blocks to draw typical life-size fabric care labels for three other fabrics using the information
gathered in the previous table.
1 Fabric Type: Cotton

2 Fabric Type: ______________

12302/103398
&46
0602
IRON WHILST DAMP
MACHINE WASH
DO NOT
USE BLEACH
WARM IRON
DO NOT
DRY CLEAN
MAY BE
TUMBLE DRIED
PRODUCT OF REP
OF SOUTH AFRICA
ICT

CL 19/A1 75

3 Fabric Type: _______________

4 Fabric Type: ________________

10
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Swap your group’s books with another group and assess their work using the rubric
below.

Rubric for Peer Assessment in Groups: Circle the two appropriate blocks

Activity

Requirements
not satisfied

Requirements
partially
satisfied

Requirements
satisfied

Requirements
succeeded

Record
information
in Q3

The information
is confusing

The information
is recorded
ambiguously

The information
is recorded
accurately

-

Draw care
labels in Q5

Care labels are
poorly drawn

Care labels are
drawn with some
inaccuracies

Care labels are
accurately and
neatly drawn

Care labels are
most lifelike

11
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ACTIVITY 3B: Animation : Fabric Care Labels
Group size: Individual
To do the exercise you need to download and open a file called Fabric Care Labels from the
Nannucci Website.

Click here to open the exercise.
When you see the figure below on the screen, just follow the instructions.

12
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Unit 4: Clothes in all sizes

ACTIVITY 4A: What size is it?
Group size: Pairs
1

We know that most T-shirts are sized as small, medium, large, etc. Do you know that
men’s shirts sizes are based on the size (the circumference) of the neck; that some
children’s clothes are sized according to age?

2

Go to the internet or Home Economics text books and find out how different sizing systems
work. Some interesting sources are:
 http://www.buffaloarms.com/page.htm?PG=clothsizechart
 http://www.teamsportswear.com/logo/customclothingsizecharts.php
 Nuffield Design & Technology Textiles, Longman, 1996, ISBN 0582 23467 0, p112
 Colourful Clothing, C M Nel, Juta & Co, 1992, ISBN 0 7021 2241 6, p123, p126

3

Based on your above research, complete the information about the sizing of clothes in the
table below. Do this exercise as homework.

Garment

Gender

Example size

The size is based on:

Shirt

M

37cm

The circumference of the neck in cm

Blouse

F

Vest

M

Vest

F

Jersey

M

Jersey

F

Tracksuit

M

Tracksuit

F

Trousers

M

Pants

F

Shorts

M

Shorts

F

Underpants

M

Panties

F

13
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Do you see any patterns appearing in the above table? Are there different systems used
for males and females? Describe what you have discovered:
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................

5

The preceding table does not enable us to record differences and similarities between the
sizing systems for adults’ and infant’s clothing. Challenge: Compare the sizing systems
for adults’& infants’ clothing. What do you learn?
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................

6

Assessment Exercise: Having finished all the above exercises, sit with two other pairs and
compare your answers with them. Then get together with your partner to assess your
work. Circle the appropriate block below.
Assessment
Activity

Requirements
not satisfied

Requirements
partially
satisfied

Requirements
satisfied

Requirements
succeeded

We have
worked
independently
and
responsibly

Some of the
questions have
not been
attempted

Some of the
answers are
incomplete.

All the
questions have
been answered

All the questions
have been fully
answered; we had
more to write but no
space to write it

Questions 2
to 5 made
me think
about sizing
systems

I did not think
deeply nor
make an effort
to find out
about things I
did not
understand

If I had thought
more deeply
about things
and taken more
trouble in
research I would
have achieved
more

I have thought
about and
discovered
things I did
not know
before

The other pairs were
most impressed by
our thoughts and
discoveries

7

We know that 1 inch = 2.54 cm and 1 cm = 0.394 inches. Use a calculator to complete the
comparison table below. Round the centimetres off to the nearest 1 cm and round the
inches off to the nearest 1 inch. Check your answers with another group.
Centimetr
es

cm

Inches

in

61
22

76
26

28

14

91
32

34
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ACTIVITY 4B : Animation : Calculate Sizes
Group size: Individual

Click here to open the exercise.
When you see the figure below on the screen, just follow the instructions.

15
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Unit 5: Washing Clothes

Down at the River
How did our earliest ancestors wash their clothes? We
can imagine that they went down to a river and
pummeled and squeezed their clothes in the water and
against the rocks.
It seems amazing, thousands of years later, that in
some parts of the world, people still wash their clothes
in the same way – by thrashing them against rocks in
rivers.
On the other hand, the technology of washing clothes
has developed so much that in most homes in
developed countries the washing of clothes is
automated. All you have to do is put a load of dirty
washing into a machine and an hour later, after the
machine has pre-washed, washed, rinsed and spun –
the clothes are clean. And if you take clothes to the ‘dry
cleaners’, your clothes can now be thoroughly cleaned
without using a drop of water.
We are going to take a closer look at these two
processes. To avoid confusion, we will use the word
‘laundry’ for washing with water, and ‘dry cleaning’ for
washing with chemical solvents instead of water.
Laundering of Clothes
The process of laundering dirty clothes requires three
things:

water

detergent (or washing powder or soap)

stirring or agitation of the clothes in the water
The function of the water is to:

dissolve soluble dirt

carry the detergent to the dirt

carry the dirt away in suspension
Extension:
The most important ingredient of a detergent is a surfactant
Thought Box
which has two special properties that promote cleaning:

A surfactant lowers the surface tension of the liquid in
What is the difference
which it is dissolved, so the liquid penetrates the fabric
between soap and
of the garment deeply and thoroughly ‘wets’ it.
detergent?

A molecule of a surfactant has two ends with different
properties. One end is attracted to water molecules and the other end to the molecules of
insoluble material such as, for example, oil. In this way the adhesion of oil to clothing is
reduced and when the water is agitated (stirred vigorously) the oil molecules are shaken
free from the clothing. The detergent then holds the oil molecule in suspension in the
water until it is flushed away when the clothing is rinsed.

16
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Unit 6: The Science of Clean Laundry

When you arrive home all hot and sticky and with dirty knees after
playing a game – what do you do? Do you climb into a bath of cold
water to wash? Of course not. Rather, you run warm water into a
bath, and use soap to rub off the dirt. It is much the same when
you wash clothes by hand. You usually run warm water into a
basin, add some washing powder and rub and scrub the clothes to
get them clean.
Our study of fabric care labels has shown us, however, that we have
to take care when we launder clothes: that some clothes can be
laundered only in cold water, some may be laundered in warm
water, and some can withstand very hot water; and that some
clothes need very gentle treatment while others can withstand long
vigorous washes.
In this unit we will study the effect of three different variables in the
laundry process:
 temperature of the water
 amount of washing powder used
 the amount of stirring or agitation of the water
ACTIVITY 6A: The effect of water temperature on stain
removal
Group size: Groups of four
Focus Question: What is the effect of the water temperature
when you launder stained clothes?
Hypothesis: (Underline the statement that you think is correct)
When you launder stained clothes I think you get the best results
when:
 the water is cold
 the water is at room temperature
 the water is as hot as your hand can take it
You will need the following equipment:
 Four pieces of cotton fabric about 500mm by 500mm.
 Strong tea, coffee, beetroot, peanut butter, grease, mud,
etc.
 Three calibrated 10 litre buckets
 Very cold water; water at room temperature; hand hot water
 A permanent marker pen
 Some clothes washing powder (detergent) and a tablespoon
 A washing line and clothes pegs
Preparation
 A few days before the activity the teacher must prepare
four stained pieces of fabric numbered 1 to 4. (One
control piece and three pieces for the investigation.)
 Each of the pieces of fabric must have the same stains.
 The stains must of similar size and be named with a
permanent marker pen.
 Allow a few days for the stains to set.
Method
17
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1

On the day of the activity, number the buckets 1, 2 and 3, and
put a level tablespoon (15ml) of washing powder into each
bucket.

2

Fill the first bucket up to the 5 litre mark with ice cold water;
the second bucket up to the same level with water at room
temperature, and the third with water as hot as your hand can
safely take.

3

Place piece of fabric No. 1 in bucket No.1; fabric No.2 in bucket
No.2; etc.. The fourth piece of fabric is the control.

4

Agitate the water in all of the buckets for the same length of
time (about four minutes), with the same action (back and forth
across the bucket) and at the same speed (about twice per
second).

5

Remove the pieces of fabric, squeeze the water out, rinse them
in clean water at room temperature for the same length of time
and hang them up to dry.

6

When the pieces of fabric are dry, examine them to see which is
the cleanest and which is the most stained when compared to
the control. Record your findings in the table below.

7

Write a conclusion that relates the results to the Focus Question.

Bucket

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

Water Temperature

Ice cold

Room temperature

Hand hot

Result
(Write: cleanest or most
stained)
Comment
Conclusion:
....................................................................................................................................
…………………………………………………………………….................................................…
………………………………………………………………………................................................
Assessment Rubric: Your teacher will use this rubric to assess your work
Activity

Requirements
not satisfied

Requirements
partially
satisfied

Requirements
satisfied

Requirements
succeeded

Follow
instructions
closely

Instructions
largely ignored

Some
instructions
poorly followed

Instructions
followed

Observance of
instructions
guaranteed
success

Work
responsibly
and accurately

Little
responsibility
taken;
measurements
taken
inaccurately

Some
irresponsibility
shown; some
inaccuracy
evident

The practical
work was
performed
responsibly
and done
accurately

Practical work
was performed
in exemplary
manner
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Observe and
record
perceptively

Recorded results
reveal looking
without thinking

Conclude
correctly

Conclusion does
not relate to the
focus question

Some recorded
results reveal
mere looking
rather than
observation
Conclusion
relates vaguely
to the focus
question

19

Recorded results
reflect
perceptive
observation

Observations
and recorded
results reflect
insight

Conclusion
relates closely to
the focus
question

Conclusion goes
beyond the focus
question
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ACTIVITY 6B: The effect of the quantity of washing powder on stain removal
Group size: Four
Focus Question: What is the effect of the amount of washing
powder you use when you launder stained clothes?
Hypothesis: (Underline the statement that you think is correct)
When you launder stained clothes I think you get the best results
when:
 you use 1 teaspoon (5mℓ) of washing powder in about 5ℓ of
water
 you use 1 tablespoon (15mℓ) of washing powder in about 5ℓ of
water
 you use 3 tablespoons (45mℓ) of washing powder in about 5ℓ of
water
Equipment:
The same equipment as in the previous ACTIVITY (except that the
water temperature is the same in each of the buckets), plus a
teaspoon.
Method
1. Prepare four equally stained, numbered pieces of fabric and number four
buckets as in the previous ACTIVITY.
2. Fill the three buckets up to the 5 litre mark with water at room
temperature.
3. Put washing powder into the buckets
 one teaspoon (5 mℓ) into bucket No.1
 one level tablespoon (15 mℓ) into bucket No.2
 three level tablespoons (45 mℓ) into No.3. .
4. Place each stained, numbered piece of fabric in a similarly numbered
bucket.
5. Agitate the water for 4 minutes as in the previous ACTIVITY.
6. Remove the pieces of fabric, squeeze the water out, rinse and dry them.
7. Examine the pieces of fabric to see which is the cleanest and which is the
most stained when compared to the control. Record your findings in the
table.
8. Write a conclusion that relates the results to the Focus Question.
Results
Bucket

No. 1

Washing powder

1 teaspoon

No. 2
1 tablespoon

Result
(Write: cleanest or
most stained)
Comment

20

No. 3
3 tablespoons
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Conclusion …………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..….…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…

21
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ACTIVITY 6C: The effect of stirring on stain removal
Group size: Pairs
Brief
Work in pairs to plan this investigation, but work as a class to do the investigation.
Use the same range of materials and equipment as in the previous two investigations.
Focus Question
What is the effect of the amount of stirring when you launder stained clothes?
Hypothesis (NS AS 6.1.1)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………..………………………………………………………..……………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Equipment (NS AS 6.1.2)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………..………………………………………………………..……………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Method (NS AS 6.1.2)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….

22
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Results (NS AS 6.1.2)

Conclusion (NS AS 6.1.3; 6.2.3) …………….………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Improvements: (NS AS 6.1.2) In ACTIVITIES 6A, 6B and 6C you have investigated three of
the most important variables that affect the results of the laundering that takes place in 10
million homes in South Africa every week. Take these pages home and discuss your
conclusions with the person who washes most of the clothes in your home, then write out two
suggestions for that person to improve the stain removing efficiency of the weekly wash.
1 ………………………………………………………………………………………………….….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….….
2 ………………………………………………………………………………………………….….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….….
Assessment Rubric: Your teacher will use the following rubric to assess your work

Activity

AS

Requirements
Requirements
not satisfied partially satisfied

Helps to
clarify focus
questions

Meaning of the
focus question
6.1.1 / hypothesis is
confusing

Conducts
simple tests

6.1.2

Meaning of the
focus question /
hypothesis is not
quite clear

The test will
Some of the results
not produce
are questionable
reliable results

Requirements
satisfied

Requirements
exceeded

Meaning of the
focus question /
hypothesis is
unambiguous

Focus question
and hypothesis
reveal insight
into the
problem

The results of the
test are reliable

The results of
the test are
unquestionable

The results are
accurately
recorded &
supplemented
Conclusion
Relates
Conclusion
Conclusion relates
relates
casts light on
observations 6.1.3 does not relate ambiguously to the Conclusion
to the focus
the focus
to the focus
to the focus
focus
and
question
question
question/hypothesis question/hypothesis question
hypothesis.
Conclusion
Conclusion is a
Conclusion is
Conclusion is a fair
Interprets
cannot be
wishful
an inspired
6.2.3
interpretation
of
information
justified by the
interpretation of
interpretation
the
results
results
the results
of the results
Suggests
Suggests
Suggestions do Suggestions are not Suggests sensible
sensible and
ways to
6.3.2
not make
all sensible nor
and justifiable ways justified
ways
improve
sense
justifiable
to improve
to improve
The results are
Records
recorded
observations 6.1.2
unreliably

The results are
recorded unclearly

23

The results are
accurately recorded
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Unit 7: Stains on Clothes
Back at Garmentville Primary School, with all the clothes sorted into piles of similar fabrics,
plans were made for the learners to come to school the next Saturday armed with basins,
buckets and washing powder to wash the clothes.
Mrs de Klere warned the washers to be careful to look for stains before washing the clothes in
hot water because heat causes some stains to set and makes them more difficult to remove.
"But," she said, "it is very difficult to get it right first time, because you have to know what
caused the stain before you can be sure that you can remove it. Sometimes you even need to
know the type of fabric that has been stained."
This, the Grade 6 boys said, was just up their alley. “We,” the boys said, “are better than girls
at detective work.” The girls just smiled and let the boys get on with it.

ACTIVITY 7A: Design a Poster: How to remove stains
Group size: Individual
1















The boys found the following stains:
Ball-point pen
Coffee
Rust
Tomato sauce
Mud
Bicycle chain grease
Grass
Sweat
Cigarette burn
Mildew mould
Cigarette stain
Chocolate
Candle wax
Crayon

How to design a poster to convey information
Headings

The bigger and bolder the headings, the more striking the poster.

Text

The shorter the statement and the larger the text, the clearer the
message.

Graphics

Graphics should be used to support the text not to fill the space.

Border

A poster must have a border which might be a frame, a pattern,
the poster background or just blank space.

Balance

There should be about equal areas of text, blank space and
graphics.

Colour

Use colour to aid understanding, not to make a multi-coloured
display.

Flow

The poster must invite you to read it from top to bottom, left to
right.

Contacts

Give the reader your contact details or guidance regarding where to
go for more information.
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2

Follow the design process to design and make a simple poster on how to
remove a stain.

3

Constraints





4

Your poster should deal with one of the stains listed on the previous page
Draw the poster on one side of an A3 size sheet of thin card.
Produce it entirely by hand: no printed text or pictures may be pasted in.
Draw attention to hazards in the process you describe.

Poster Portfolio:
At the end of the activity, hand in a complete portfolio that includes:
4.1



4.2



4.3

4.4

Investigation:
Research ways of removing your specific stain. Go to:
o www.nannucci.co.za
o http://www.ext.nodak.edu/extnews/askext/washable.htm
o http://www.sdahq.org/laundry/fact/laundrytable1.html#11
Do a case study of an existing poster.
Design of the poster:
Develop a few different ideas with sketches, labels and comments.
Choose of one of the ideas and give reasons for your choice.
Select and list the materials you will need to make the poster.
The actual poster
Make the poster keeping your work area safe and clean
Test and evaluation of the poster:



On the back of the poster, write out four test questions based on the instructions
given under the heading: How to design a poster to convey information.



Ask a friend to test your poster against your questions and write comments about
your work next to your questions.



Evaluate it:
o Write down at least three aspects of the poster that could be improved.
o Write how or why you would make each of the improvements.

4.5

Cover page:

A front cover for the portfolio with all relevant details about the poster activity and about
you.
4.6

Contents page:

A contents page for the portfolio which lists all the above headings and page numbers
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Teachers' Assessment Rubric

Activity

Tech. Requirements
AS
not satisfied

Requirements
partially
satisfied

Requirements
satisfied

Requirements
exceeded

6.1.1.1 Little evidence
6.1.1.2 of research is
presented

Evidence of
some
appropriate
research is
presented

Appropriate and
useful info re
existing posters
and info on
stains is clearly
presented with
references

Quality of
investigation and
manner of its
presentation
stimulates
enquiry amongst
peers

6.1.2.2 One first idea
6.1.2.3 is presented;
or choice is not
made

Some first
ideas
presented;
choice or
reasoning for
choice is
unclear

First ideas
clearly
presented;
choice is made
and relevant
reasons for
choice are given

A number of first
ideas are clearly
and extensively
developed; the
choice is
comprehensively
argued

6.1.3.2 Materials list is
6.1.3.3 incomplete;
poster has little
impact; tools
and materials
are abused

Required
materials listed
with some
errors; poster
is not made
according to all
the guidelines
on page 21;
tools &
materials are
used with
insufficient care

Required
materials listed;
poster is well
made according
to all the
guidelines on
page 21; tools &
materials are
used effectively
and safely

Required
materials neatly
listed; finished
poster has
stunning first
impact; and the
content invites
amore than just
second glance;
tools & materials
are used
conservatively,
efficiently and
safely

6.1.4.1 Questions and
improvements
suggested
reflect little
understanding
of the poster

Questions are
asked;
improvements
are suggested
which might
improve the
poster

A number of
thoughtful
questions are
asked and
appropriate
improvements
are suggested

Extensive
questions and
comprehensive
evaluation reflect
rare
understanding of
the function and
effectiveness of
the poster

6.1.5.1 Graphic
elements are
unappealing or
detract from
Communicate
the message

Graphic
elements do
not have
impact nor do
not help
communicate
the message

Graphic
elements of the
poster are
appealing or
help
communicate
the poster’s
message
effectively

Finished poster
has a strong first
impact; and
helps convey the
message in a
way that fosters
recall

Investigate

Design

Make

Evaluate
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Unit 8: Dry Cleaning
Saturday came. The day of the big wash at Garmentville Primary School.
Mrs de Klere sorted the piles of clothes into two groups:
 Clothes to be dry cleaned.
 Clothes to be washed.
The clothes that were to be dry cleaned were dealt with swiftly. A van from the local branch of
Nannucci Dry Cleaners loaded them up and took them away, with a promise to bring them
back the next Tuesday morning.
There is no space to describe all the washing and drying that took place at the school that
weekend but all the neighbours still talk about the sweet smell of washing powder and fabric
softener that hung in the air for days afterwards.
As promised, the following Tuesday the other clothes came back from the dry cleaners with the
distinctive smell of dry-cleaned clothes. Some children had never had their clothes dry-cleaned
and did not know that smell so Mrs De Klere sat them down and told them a story:
The start of dry-cleaning
“Cleaning clothes with ‘cleaning materials’ dates back to ancient times. In the ruins of Pompeii
there is evidence of the trade of ‘fullers’ who were professional clothes cleaners. They used
lye (extracted from wood ash) and ammonia (made from rotting animal and vegetable
matter). A type of clay known as ‘fuller’s earth’ was used to absorb grease from clothing too
delicate for laundering.
The idea of dry cleaning was born when, more than a century ago, some kerosene (paraffin)
was spilt on a stained table cloth in the home of a dye-works owner in France. He saw that the
kerosene cleaned the dye- and grease-stained cloth and so he developed the first waterless
cleaning process, which he called dry-cleaning.
At first kerosene, benzine
and even petrol were
used as the cleaning
fluids or solvents. All of
these fluids are highly
flammable, so dry
cleaning was a dangerous
business until safer
solvents were developed.
Fifty years ago
perchlorethylene became
the solvent used by the
vast majority of dry
cleaners, and it is still
used by most cleaning
companies today.”
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What is special about Dry Cleaning?
The dry cleaning processes uses chemical solvents instead of water and
detergents to remove dirt and stains from fabrics. The main advantage of
dry cleaning compared to ordinary laundering is its ability to safely
dissolve grease and oils. Natural fibres, such as wools and silks, dry
clean well, but can distort and lose colour when washed in water.
Synthetic fibres, like polyester, often retain oily stains after normal
laundering but they respond well to dry cleaning.
Dry cleaning is not appropriate for some fabrics and is not the answer to
all dirt and stain removal problems. One drawback of dry cleaning is that
the solvents can make people sick if they are constantly exposed to
them. This used to affect dry cleaning machine operators. Nowadays, all
modern machines have a closed circuit which prevents any exposure to
the solvent.
The Dry Cleaning Machine
A dry








cleaning machine has the following main components:
Holding tank for the solvent
Pump for the solvent
Cylinder or drum for the clothes
Hot air circulating fan
Solvent condensing unit
Filter for the solvent
Controls

In all modern dry-cleaning businesses the washer and the dryer are in
the same machine and the solvent circulates in a closed system. This
makes it possible to recycle the solvent easily which is better for the
environment, better for the operators and it saves money.
The Dry Cleaning Process
A typical machine holds up to 20 kg of clothes in a perforated stainless
steel drum. In the first phase of the process, the solvent washes
continuously through the clothes in the drum during a cycle of up to 12
minutes. The solvent is pumped out of the holding tank (about 50ℓ),
through a filter to remove solid impurities, then into the rotating drum
and back to the tank.
Next, the machine spins the clothes to expel the solvent. Warm air is
circulated through the clothes to vapourise any remaining solvent which
is then condensed on cooling coils. The quality of the work a dry cleaner
does is closely associated with the condition of the filters and solvent
used: the cleaner the filters and the solvent, the cleaner the clothes.
Finally the garment is pressed. The steps in this process include:
 Positioning the garment carefully on the bed of the press
 Pressing the lid down onto the garment
 Applying steam to relax and press the garment
 Applying a vacuum to remove heat and moisture
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How should we
clean different
garments?
Acrylic garments
may be laundered
or dry-cleaned.
Cotton can be
easily laundered.
Some linens may
be laundered, while
others are dry clean
only.
Most fabrics made
from nylon can be
machine-washed
and tumbled-dried
at low temperatures
Most fabrics made
from polyester may
be laundered and
tumble-dried
Most rayon
garments should be
dry-cleaned, but
some types of
rayon fabrics must
be hand or machine
washed.
Use a damp sponge
for wool knits and
finer wool fabrics.
Dry clean wool once
a season, when
stained and
especially before
storing.
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Visit a dry cleaning factory
To find out more about dry cleaning, we are going to tour a dry cleaning factory - in
cyber-space.
Our tour will take us to three different places:
 The shop counter
 The dry cleaning machine
 The steam press

Activity 8A : Animation: Take it to the Cleaners
Group size: Individual
Click here to open the exercise.
When you see the picture of the
invoice on the right, follow the
instructions

Activity 8B: Animation: Dry Cleaning
Group size: Individual
Click here to open the exercise.
When you see the picture of the
invoice on the right, follow the
instructions.

Activity 8C : Animation: Steam Pressing
Group size: Individual
Click here to open the exercise.
When you see the picture of the
machine on the right, follow the
instructions.
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Unit 9: Competition Time

Activity 9: Technology Capability Task
Size of group: Individual
Nannucci Dry Cleaners has announced the
details of a new poster competition:


All learners who work through this
module may enter the competition.



There will be a new round of the
competition, and another chance to
win the prizes, every term.



The company will award cleaning
vouchers to each member of each
winning team, to their class teacher
and to their school principal.

Poster Competition Background
Nannucci customers are both interesting
and interested people. Many of them want
to know about fabrics, how to read fabric
care labels, how the cleaning processes
work, etc. And who would be a better
person to ask than the sales assistant at
the Dry Cleaners?
Sales assistants consequently have to
spend a lot of time explaining these things and they sometimes struggle to
get all their work done. The company bosses have realised that if they put
up posters about these subjects in their shops, their business will run more
efficiently.

NANNUCCI
DRY CLEANERS SINCE 1879

This voucher entitles you to R50 discount on
any Nannucci service

Voucher No. 1234
Dry Cleaning
Laundry
Dying
Clothing Repair

NANNUCCI VOUCHER
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Poster Competition Brief
Work in teams of five to produce a set of posters to be put up in Nannucci
shops. Each member of the group must design and make a poster on a
different subject.
The five subjects are:
 Fabrics
 Care labels
 General stain removal
 How a garment is dry-cleaned
 The history of dry cleaning
The judges will look for sets of posters that :
 are eye-catching
 are informative
 show evidence of team-work
 and each of which is attached to evidence, in the form of a Technology
Project Assessment Sheet (see appendix No. 4), that the design
process has been followed.
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Appendix 1: Fabric Care Symbols
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Appendix 2: Stain Removal
Some stains and some hints on how to remove them
Some professional advice and some home-grown wisdom.
Tips on stain removal


Before attempting to remove a stain, test the stain removal product you intend to use on a
seam allowance, inside pocket or other inconspicuous area. If you do not have the time or
are concerned about damaging the garment, ask your local drycleaner to remove the stain.



Avoid hot water or machine drying as heat can set stains



In some cases stains are impossible to remove either by home methods or by a drycleaner.

Chocolate stain
1. Sponge stain with a dry cleaning solvent or treat with prewash spot remover. Follow
instructions on the container. Rinse stained area with cool water.
2. If any trace of the stain remains, rub a small amount of washing powder into the stain.
Launder garment following the care instructions on the label. Hot water will be more
effective in removing the chocolate stain than warm or cold water.
3. If these steps have failed to remove the stain and bleach is safe to use on the fabric,
rewash garment following the instructions on the bleach container.
4. If it is not safe to use bleach on the fabric, soak stained area for 30 minutes in an enzyme
presoak. Rinse garment and launder again.
Mildew or mold
1. Gently brush off any excess stain. Launder the garment following instructions on the care
label and dry white garments in the sun and coloured garments in the shade.
2. If stain remains, try one or both of the following methods:
a. White garments: Check the care label to see if there are instructions regarding bleach. If
no precautions are given, soak stained area in a solution of 1/4 cup chlorine bleach and
3/4 cup water. Rewash garment, but do not machine dry.
b. Sponge the stained area with a dry-cleaning solvent. Remove as much of the stain as
possible. Rewash garment, but do not machine dry.
Rust stain
1. Use a fabric rust remover. Follow the instructions on the container very carefully. Launder
garment following instructions on the care label. If stain remains, do not machine dry.
2. Spread stained area over a pan of boiling water. Squeeze on lemon juice, sprinkle with salt
and dry in the sun. Launder garment following instructions on the care label.
Grass stains
1. Soak stained area in a solution of 1 quart warm water, 1 teaspoon washing powder and l
tablespoon white vinegar for 15 minutes. To loosen stain, rub fabric together. Rinse
garment with water. Launder garment following instructions on the care label. Do not
machine dry.
2. If stain remains and it is safe to use bleach on the fabric, rewash garment following the
instructions on the bleach container.
3. Sponge stained area with rubbing alcohol or with a dry cleaning solvent. Remove as much
of the stain as possible. Rinse area thoroughly and launder garment following instructions
on the care label. Do not machine dry.
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Appendix 3 : Natural Science Grade 6 Assessment Rubric

LO1 Scientific Investigations
6.1.1

Plans Investigations
helps to clarify focus questions
describes the kind of information needed to answer
questions

6.1.2

Conducts Investigations and collects data
conducts simple tests or surveys
records observations or responses

6.1.3

Evaluates Data and communicates findings
relates observations and responses to the focus
question

LO2 Constructing Science Knowledge
6.2.1

Recalls meaningful information
describes features which distinguish between
categories

6.2.2

Categorises Information
categorises objects and organisms by two variables

6.2.3

Interprets Information
interprets information by using alternative forms of
the same information

LO3 Science, Society and the Environment
6.3.1

6.3.2

Understands S&T i.t.o. history and indigenous
knowledge
describes similarities in problems and solutions in
own and other societies
describes similarities in problem and solutions in
present, past and possible future
Understands impact of S&T
suggests ways to improve products
suggests ways to minimise negative effects
34

Reqts not satisfied
Reqts partially
satisfied
Requirements
satisfied
Requirements
exceeded
Not applicable

Mark attained

Possible Mark

Knowledge, Skills and Values
(All the Assessment Standards are
listed here but not all are assessed in
the module.)

Page Reference

Project .......................................................... Learner
................................................ Date ...................
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Appendix 4: Technology Grade 6 Assessment Rubric
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LO1: Processes and Skills
Investigat
e

Design

Make

Evaluate

Communic
ate

6.1.1.
1
6.1.1.
2
6.1.1.
3
6.1.2.
1
6.1.1.
2
6.1.2.
3
6.1.3.
1
6.1.3.
2
6.1.3.
3
6.1.4.
1
6.1.4.
2
6.1.5.
1
6.1.5.
2

Finds out about background
context
Finds out about existing
products
Performs (scientific)
investigations
Writes a design brief
Suggests & records two
alternative solutions
Chooses one solution
Develops plans; steps for
making; drawings & sketches
Chooses and uses suitable tools
& material
Works efficiently and safely
Evaluates the product
Evaluates the plan of action
Draws 2-D drawings, labeled,
dimensioned and rendered
Chooses and uses appropriate
technologies to present, record
or communicate

LO2: Knowledge and Understanding
Structures
Processing
Mechanism
s

6.2.1.
1
6.2.2.
1
6.2.2.
1
6.2.2.
2

Dems K&U of materials, stability
and reinforcement
Dems K&U of deterioration and
preservation
Dems K&U of movement and
how systems transform an
input into a different output
Dems K&U of components of
simple circuits and how electric
energy can be converted

L03: Tech, Society and Environment
Indigenous
+
Culture

6.3.1.
1

Impact

6.3.2.
1

Bias

6.3.3.
1

Describes similarities in
problems and solutions in own
and the societies and over time
Suggests way to improve
products and minimise negative
effects
Suggests how products36
can be
made more accessible.

Not applicable

Requirements
not satisfied
Reqts partially
satisfied
Requirements
satisfied
Requirements
exceeded

Mark attained

Possible Mark

Knowledge, Understanding, Skills and Values
(All the Assessment Standards are listed here
but not all are assessed in the module.)

Page
References

Project ........................................................ Learner
............................................... Date ...................
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Appendix 5: Poster Project Resources
Appendix 5.1: Portfolio Cover

Portfolio Cover
Module name:

Cleaner Clothes

Project name:

Poster on Stains

Learner’s name:

………………………………………

Grade:

………………………………………

Date started:

………………………………………

Date completed:

………………………………………

Teacher’s Name:

Appendix 5.1: Portfolio Contents

Section

………………………………………

Portfolio Contents

Page
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Portfolio contents

………..

Investigations

………..

Ways of stain removal

………..

Case study on poster

………..

Design of the poster

………..

A few different ideas

………..

Choice and reasons

………..

Materials required

………..

Test and evaluation

………..

Appendix 5.3: Poster Test and Evaluation
Poster Test and Evaluation

Tested by ______________

These questions must refer to the Brief and Constraints on the first page
Test

Result

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

Evaluation
Say what you would do to improve the product and how and why you would do it
"If I were to design and make this product again, I would improve my work by . . . . "
1 ________________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________________
2 ________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
3 ________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Appendix 5.4: Poster Asessment Sheet
Formative Assessment of Enabling Task
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LO1: Processes and Skills
Investigates

6.1.1.1

Research ways of removing your stain

6.1.1.2

Do a case study of an existing poster

6.1.2.2

Develop a few different ideas

6.1.2.3

Choose of one of the ideas and give
reasons

6.1.3.1

Design a simple poster on how to
remove a stain

6.1.3.2

Select and list the materials

6.1.3.3

Make the poster keeping your work area
safe and clean

Evaluates

6.1.4.1

Test and valuate the poster

Communicate
s

6.1.5.2

At the end of the activity, hand in a
complete portfolio

Designs

Makes

LO2: Knowledge and Understanding
Processing

6.2.2.1

Produce a simple poster on how to
remove a stain

L03: Tech, Society and Environment
Impact

6.3.2.1

Draw attention to hazards in the process
you describe.
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Requirements exceeded

Requirements satisfied

Reqts partially satisfied

Requirements not satisfied

Knowledge, Understanding, Skills and Values

Mark attained
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Possible Mark
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